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Abstract. We present a very brief review of some of the achievements of the
Bar-Ilan Responsa Project during the period of Yaacov Choueka’s leadership
and discuss some of the directions the project might consider in order to meet
ongoing challenges.
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1 Introduction
One of the crowning achievements of Yaacov Choueka’s illustrious career has
been his guidance of the Bar-Ilan Responsa project from a fledgling research project
to a major enterprise awarded the Israel Prize in 2008. Much of the early work on the
Responsa project ultimately proved to be foundational in the now burgeoning area of
information retrieval, the science of searching large digitized corpora for information.
In this paper, I will very briefly review some of the project’s achievements and
will discuss some of the directions the project might consider in order to meet
ongoing challenges. (The reader wishing to read an insider’s detailed review of the
project’s achievements and challenges is referred to (Choueka 1990).)
The Responsa project was initiated by Aviezri Fraenkel in 1963, well before
massive searchable text corpora became commonplace. In order to appreciate the
challenges faced by researchers involved with the Responsa project in those early
days, it is instructive to compare the corpus to the most well-known corpus extant at
the time, namely, the Brown corpus developed at Brown University (Kucera &
Francis 1967).
The Brown corpus consisted of one million words of text assembled for the
purpose of studying language use. The selection of texts included in the corpus
reflected its intended purpose. They were chosen in an essentially random manner
limited primarily by the constraint that the overall corpus be representative of the
relative frequency of each of 15 text genres found in the wild in the year 1961. The
first 2000 words of each of 500 texts were used. The corpus was eventually tagged for
parts of speech and was accompanied by its own search engine.
Both the Responsa corpus and the Brown corpus were seminal efforts to digitize a
corpus for the purpose of information retrieval. However, the Responsa corpus
differed from the Brown corpus in three main ways:

1.
2.
3.

The texts in the Responsa corpus were in Hebrew.
The corpus was intended as a source of information and not
merely as a source of exemplars of language use.
The documents included in the corpus span a period of
thousands of years and are of historical significance.

In the following sections, we will consider the particular technological challenges
posed by each of these differences and the ways in which these challenges have been,
or might one day be, met. After that we will consider a number of open problems
concerning the accuracy and provenance of texts included in the corpus.

2 Hebrew
Hebrew is substantively different than English along a variety of linguistic
dimensions. Here we focus specifically on those aspects that create the need for
special pre-processing in a searchable corpus.
First of all, Hebrew has a far richer morphology than does English. Many English
function words are encoded in Hebrew prefixes and a given normal form (root) has
many derivative forms, many of which alter the normal form, rather than merely
augmenting it. A user searching for some Hebrew word might thus typically be
equally interested in a variety of other words sharing the same normal form. Thus, the
need for a tool that can identify the normal form of a given word and, conversely, the
variety of derivatives corresponding to it, is particularly acute for searching Hebrew
texts. The Responsa project incorporated such morphological analysis of Hebrew
words at a very early stage (Choueka and Shapiro 1964; Attar et al. 1978). (For a
survey of more recent approaches to this problem and many related problems, see
Wintner (2004).)
Second, Hebrew lacks vocalization, so that most words are ambiguous. Thus, tools
that exploit context for word disambiguation are of special importance for Hebrew
texts. Building on his earlier work on morphological analysis and disambiguation
(Choueka and Lusignan 1985), Choueka’s work on Nakdan (Choueka and Ne’eman
1995), a tool for automated vocalization, constitutes an implicit form of
disambiguation. There has been much recent work on part-of-speech tagging of
unvocalized Hebrew text, using both supervised (Bar-Haim et al. 2008) and
unsupervised (Adler and Elhadad 2006) disambiguation methods. These models were
trained on Modern Hebrew texts and are thus not directly exportable to the Responsa
corpus; however, the unsupervised approach should be easily adaptable to the older
dialects used in the corpus.
Finally, in Hebrew texts, and especially Rabbinic Hebrew texts, it is not unusual to
use abbreviations in the form of acronyms, even for common phrases (and not only
named entities as in English). In many of the documents in the Responsa corpus, the
proportion of abbreviations to words is about 20% and over one third of them permit
more than one expansion (Hacohen-Kerner et al. 2004), thus creating another kind of

ambiguity. Recently, progress has been made on disambiguating acronyms generally
(Yu et al. 2007) and in Rabbinic Hebrew specifically (Hacohen-Kerner et al. 2008a).
In retrospect, with regard to the linguistic challenges presented by the Responsa
corpus, the project was pioneering and met many of the challenges adequately. The
implementation of subsequent innovations in disambiguation could further strengthen
the project.

3 Searching for Information
As one of the first large corpora, the Responsa corpus required sophisticated search
algorithms. Researchers working on the Responsa project designed some of the first
efficient algorithms for indexing and compression (Choueka, Fraenkel & Perl 1981,
Choueka et al. 1988), for phrase identification (Choueka, Klein & Neuwitz 1983,
Choueka 1988) and for proximity-based search.
It is instructive to contrast the proximity-based search implemented in the
Responsa project with the well-known vector-space model of Salton (1975).
Proximity-based search preserves the full text and returns all documents responsive to
a (proximity-dependent) query in unranked form. The vector-space model uses a bagof-words representation of documents and queries, weights words according to their
(inverse) frequency in the corpus, and ranks documents according to cosine distance
between a document and a query. Both the preservation and exploitation of word
location in a document (an advantage of the Responsa project’s method) and the
differentiation among varying degrees of responsiveness to a query (an advantage of
the vector-space model) are now regarded as crucial to the search for information.
The incorporation of both of these properties is now a de facto standard for search as
a result of the immense popularity of Internet search engines such as Google.
As noted, a crucial difference between the Responsa corpus and the Brown corpus
is that the Responsa corpus is a source of information and not just of language. Thus,
a user of the Responsa corpus might typically be searching for a topic, rather than for
particular words. One of the well-known problems in topic-based search is that of
synonymy. For example, a query for the word automobile would not ordinarily return
documents that include the word car (but not the word automobile), even though such
a document might be responsive to the user’s information need. Many solutions to
this problem have been proposed including query expansion using manually
constructed thesauri (such as WordNet) or automatically constructed thesauri (Dagan
2000, Lin 1998). The latter might be based on identifying words that have first-degree
similarity (that is, they are often collocated) or second-degree similarity (that is, they
appear in similar contexts). Other expansion methods, such as automated relevance
feedback, can be carried out on the fly: initial results for a query can be examined for
words that appear with higher than random frequency that can then be added to the
initial query. Some of the earliest work on this method was carried out by Responsa
project researchers (Attar and Fraenkel 1977, Hanani 1987). Its implementation
would greatly enhance the project’s search capabilities.
In Internet search, expansion methods have not yet proved to be as useful as might
be expected (in part because they sometimes exacerbate the problem of polysemy –

the phenomenon of single words having multiple meanings). However, the need for
such methods is especially acute in the Responsa project. This is because the vast
chronological expanse of the corpus renders it especially vulnerable to language drift:
the same concepts are often referred to by different terms in different periods. In
particular, the modern user might search for concepts using some neologism that, in
the best case, would appear only in very recent documents, in the vain hope of finding
ancient documents referring to the underlying concept. (Of course, in the extreme
case of neologisms that do not appear in the corpus at all, expansion techniques are
not helpful unless the corpus is first supplemented with contemporary texts at least
some of which include the neologism.)
While this problem might be partially solvable using query expansion, there is
another approach for broadening search results that is also promising: exploiting
cross-references among documents. Since these are tightly tied to the historical nature
of the Responsa corpus, let us first turn to the multitude of issues raised by this
historical nature.

4 Chronologically Ordered Corpus
The Responsa corpus spans a period of well over two thousand years and is rich in
cross-references. Thus, the Tannaitic literature cites verses from the Bible, the
Talmud cites the Tannaitic literature and the Bible, some of the legal codes cite the
Talmud, and the responsa cite the Talmud, the legal codes and earlier responsa.
The analysis of such citations has long been used in the bibliometrics community
for purposes of document evaluation and information retrieval (Garfield 1972) and its
significance for the Responsa project was noted early on by Rabinowitz (1986). In
recent years, there has been an explosion of research in this area aimed at exploiting
Internet hyperlinks (Brin & Page 1998, Kleinberg 1999) for information retrieval.
We will see below that this work can be leveraged in the Responsa project in a
number of ways. First we note that the analogy between citations in the Responsa
corpus and Internet hyperlinks is somewhat imperfect for several reasons.
First of all, unlike links, the citations are rarely explicitly marked as such and are
generally not characterized by standard forms. Thus, a fundamental challenge is to
a)identify a text item as being a citation, b)identify the work that is being referenced
and c)identify the specific document being referenced within that work. The design of
automated methods for achieving this is a non-trivial task, but one well worth
undertaking, as we will see below.
Second, the primary uses of links in a system such as Google are finding
documents for the purpose of indexing them and establishing the legitimacy of a
document (or site) on the basis of sites linking to it. The Responsa corpus grows in a
very controlled manner, so that it can essentially be regarded as a closed set. As a
result, citations are not needed for finding documents or for establishing their
legitimacy.
Third, since – unlike web documents – corpus documents are static, citations can
be used as markers of chronology: a referring document must be subsequent to a
document to which it refers.

Bearing in mind all of the above, we can think of the responsa corpus as a directed
graph. At a low level of resolution, the nodes of the graph represent authors (or
books) and at a high level of resolution the nodes represent documents. In either case,
a directed edge from X to Y indicates that X cites Y. More generally, a weighted
directed edge reflects the relative frequency of such citations.
These graphs can be exploited in a number of ways that could be useful for the
Responsa project.
Beginning with the low-resolution graph, the first thing we observe is that
(conflating contemporaries who both cite each other) the graph defines a partial
ordering on authors representing the chronological structure of the corpus. Almost all
this chronological information is already well known to scholars. But the graph,
especially the weighted version, can now be used to precisely measure the flow of
information through the generation, to measure the degree of direct and indirect
influence one scholar had on another, and to cluster graph nodes into tightly intrarelated schools of thought.
Perhaps more importantly, we can use the high-resolution graph to present users
with vastly improved results for search queries. We begin by using any standard
statistical search method to obtain initial results. We then consider the sub-graph of
the high-resolution reference graph that includes only documents included in the
initial results. We can then use algorithms similar to PageRank (Brin and Page 1998)
or HITS (Kleinberg 1999) to identify among these documents those that are most
authoritative or that cite many authoritative documents. We can then use
straightforward graph completion techniques to identify relevant documents that were
not included in the initial results. Furthermore, we can present results in a (possibly
non-linear) manner that reflects the flow of information through the generations and
identifies distinct clusters of information flow. These clusters might represent
different aspects of a topic (or different senses of a query term) or different schools of
thought within the same topic.
We note that the above-mentioned automated techniques can be profitably
integrated with manual techniques. For example, instead of initial results being
provided by an initial search, users – possibly taking advantage of a platform similar
to that of Wikipedia – might provide the central sources on a given topic. The
automated methods just described could then be used both to expand the usergenerated content and to automatically check it for consistency.

5 Accuracy and Provenance of Texts
Two issues that arise with regard to important historical texts are the accuracy of texts
(where variant manuscripts suggest scribal errors or emendations) and provenance of
texts (in cases of disputed authorship or unattributed texts). The Responsa project
bears a dual relationship with each of these issues: on the one hand, each poses a
challenge to the project's ability to maintain corpus quality and, on the other hand, the
scope of the project's corpus suggests a number of ways in which it might be used to
develop novel methods to address these challenges.

With regard to text accuracy, scholars have developed a variety of essentially
heuristic methods for reconciling, or choosing from among, variant manuscripts of the
same texts. The availability of electronic versions of these variant manuscripts
suggests the possibility of automated processes for reconstructing the most likely
original text from these variants. Such processes would necessarily include two main
stages. In the first stage, correlations between pairs of manuscripts would be used to
establish dependencies between them. In the second stage, manuscripts (or clusters of
manuscripts) determined to be pairwise independent could be weighted and
aggregated in such manner as to yield maximum likelihood resolutions of disputed
text elements. It has been shown in Baharad et al. (2008) how, in the absence of
known ground truth for assessing voter (in this case, manuscript) reliability,
unsupervised methods, such as EM, can be used to optimally aggregate votes (in this
case, readings).
With regard to anonymous texts or cases of disputed authorship, the Responsa
corpus can be used to model writing styles of either individual authors or of classes of
geographically or chronologically homogeneous classes of authors. Such models can
be used to, respectively, identify or profile authors of disputed or anonymous texts. A
number of examples of attribution problems that were solved using the Responsa
corpus can be found in Mughaz (2003), Koppel et al. (2005) and Hacohen-Kerner et
al. (2008b). Thus, for example, it was shown that known responsa of Rashba and
Ritba can be used to learn automated classifiers that determine which disputed
response were written by each of them. With considerably more difficulty, it was
shown that the collection of responsa, Rav Pe'alim, for which Rabbi Yosef Haim of
Baghdad (Ben Ish Hai) acknowledged authorship and the collection, Torah Lishmah,
for which he denied authorship, were almost certainly written by the same author.
Problems of text accuracy and provenance feature less prominently in the
literature surrounding the Responsa project because they are mostly transparent to the
project's users. However, proper handling of these issues is ultimately crucial to the
user experience. The development and incorporation of tools for ensuring accuracy
and correct attribution of texts included in the corpus should play a prominent role in
the project in coming years.

6

Conclusions

The Bar-Ilan Responsa project served as a springboard for a good deal of pioneering
work on computational linguistics for Hebrew and on foundations of information
retrieval. In fact, it is quite astonishing how many ideas that are still at the cutting
edge of research in these areas were introduced by Fraenkel and Choueka and their
students in the context of the project. Unfortunately, the project’s conversion from a
research-oriented undertaking to a commercial enterprise cut short many promising
research directions that were fruitfully continued in other venues. The project’s
functionality could now be greatly enhanced by implementing a number of techniques
some of which were initially proposed and explored in its own laboratory over twenty
years ago.

First, the search engine needs to incorporate statistical ranking methods that are
now commonplace for all content-based corpora. Second, both manual and automated
query-expansion methods need to be introduced, possibly in an interactive manner to
prevent potential degradation due to polysemy. Third, cross-references among
documents in the corpus need to be (manually or automatically) tagged and exploited
in order to present richer and more structured results to users. Fourth, the collective
efforts of educated users need to be assembled and organized in Wiki fashion and
linked to the corpus. Finally, tools must be developed and incorporated for ensuring
accuracy of the texts themselves and of the attribution of texts to specific authors.
The Responsa corpus is already a critical resource for Rabbis, laymen and
researchers of Jewish law. In the next few years, however, the project will need to
maintain its technological edge if it wishes to remain relevant and to continue to make
a contribution to the study of classical Jewish sources.
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